The California ISO will host a web conference for its Business Practice Manual (BPM) change management meeting on August 23, 2022 to review proposed changes to business practice manuals. All Proposed Revision Requests (PRRs) and related activity is publicly available through the BPM change management site at https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/default.aspx.

___________

Meeting Details
Date: Tuesday, 8/23/2022
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)

Web and audio participation information:
Step 1: join web conference
Step 2: connect to audio by selecting “computer audio” or select “call me” and enter your phone number

Audio participation only: Call 1-888-251-2949 or 215-861-0694; access code: 9109992#

Technical support: call the AT&T Help Desk at 1-301-250-7202

Discussion items include the following PRRs in the initial stage:
- **PRR 1449** Generator Management BPM, 2021 Interconnection process enhancements phase one implementation
- **PRR 1450** Generator Interconnection and Deliverability Allocation Procedures BPM, Portion of 2021 interconnection process enhancements initiative phase one changes

Discussion items include the following PRRs in the recommendation stage:
- **PRR 1437** Settlements and Billing BPM, Updates to BPM for new settlement timeline
- **PRR 1445** Market Operations BPM, Updates to the list of acceptable use limitations, clarifications to the calculation of opportunity cost adders for use-limited resources
- **PRR 1446** Market Instruments BPM, Updates to the list of acceptable use limitations, clarifications to the calculation of opportunity cost adders for use-limited resources
- **PRR 1447** Reliability Requirements BPM, Removal of references to reserve sharing
- **PRR 1448** Metering BPM, Hybrid metering requirements